
Menston Action Group-Meeting of 16th Sept 2010 

Present: 

Graham Booth, Philip Moore, David Rhodes, Kate Erskine, Harry Kennedy 

Derry Hill Planning Application has arrived! 

 Agreed  Action Plan: 

Objectives: 

A) Deliver an MAG objection document for Derry Hill to the BMDC Planning Department by 

Wednesday 6th October . 

B)  Enable >1000 individual objection letters for Derry Hill to be delivered to the BMDC by 

Wednesday 6th October. 

 

Objective ‘A’ Strategy 

1) Concentrate immediate efforts on production of MAG document for Derry Hill comprising 

‘Setting the scene’ and Executive summaries for each of our topics. We MUST provide this by 

the deadline. 

2) Without compromising 1), then continue to produce the information and detail which will 

supplement the Executive Summaries. These supplements will be submitted  ideally with the 

Executive Report, but otherwise will be submitted on a piecemeal basis, as and when ready.  

 

Objective ‘A’ Tactics 

 

1 Prepare  “Setting the Scene” foreword for Derry Hill by 23rd September.                            

      Action: Philip Moore, assisted by David Rhodes 

2 Executive summaries are now needed from each Objections Co-ordinator by 23rd September. 

Objections co-ordinators to take account as best as possible of the complex data now 

submitted by the Planning Applicants, and to ensure it is applicable to Derry Hill) 

     Action: Objections Co-ordinators 

Progressing of these to ensure timeliness and work is covered is essential: Action: Janet Booth  

 

3 Edit these documents into one comprehensive “MAG  Objection Document” by Monday 

October 4th.   Action:   Mike Walker (+ Harry Kennedy -only back 1st Oct) 

 

4 Ensure technicalities (eg planning Number etc)  are known and adhered to and that the 

process is working and that all documents are finally delivered on time to the correct place. 

 Action : Catherine Greathead 

 



 

 

 

 

Objective ‘ B’ Strategy 

1) Get the “Buy-in” of all MAG members ASAP, and ensure they understand our objectives, the 

process and timing of events, and the  ways of writing. 

2) Cascade the buy-in to all Menston Residents 

3) Make it as easy as possible for Menston residents to write personal Letters of Objection. 

  

 

Objective ‘B’ Tactics: 

 

 1)and 2) We need to  email all MAG members ASAP advising them that the Derry Hill 

planning  application has arrived, and huge volume of new data which has arrived; that the 

various Objections Co-ordinators are now working to create summary data for every 

Menston Resident’s use;  that a hugely important MAG briefing meeting will take place on 

Monday 27th Sept in Fairfax Club (Catherine to book), and that a large team from  from 

MAG will be requested for highly urgent work between 27thSept and 6th October. MAG 

members should be asked to let their friends and neighbours know that this program is 

underway and that they will be contacted byMAG for their support between 27th Sept and 

5th Oct. 

     Action Graham Booth (Check date OK for Fairfax!) 

 

Also, the same news needs to be posted on the website. Action Andrew Booth via Graham. 

 

Prior to the 27th Sept. Meeting,  it will be necessary to have multiple copies of the Summary 

Data, extract from  “How to comment on a Planning Application” (This must include the 

precise addressee, Planning Application Reference Number, and instruction to state that 

number on the letter and envelope). and of the letter writing pro-forma,  available for 

Distribution. Action Graham Booth/ Chris Butler. 

 

On 27th September, MAG volunteers will be appointed so that each has a portion of 

Menston to cover;    Action Philip Moore. 

 

 

Each MAG volunteer will, on the door-step, explain the Derry Plan, the deadline date for 

responding and will offer each and every  resident in the dwelling two alternative means of 

writing a personal letter of protest: 



a) They can be given a pack of the Summary Data, and an extract from Planning advice 

Note 9 (How to comment on a Planning Application) . This must include the Planning 

Application Reference Number. From this, which each resident  can construct a personal 

letter. The MAG volunteer will then agree when this (sealed) letter can be collected for 

MAG to deliver on their behalf. 

b) They can be asked if they would prefer an MAG volunteer to write a letter for their 

signature. In this case, they will be asked for their name and address to be put onto a 

pro-forma and for them to tick the key issue or issues (Rail, Flooding/Drainage, 

Highways, Snow, Schools )which they wish their letter to highlight. There should also be 

an area for the individual to state any further brief comment they want. The MAG 

volunteer will also agree when to return with the letter(s) for signature. 

 Finally, all these letters need to be delivered TO THE RIGHT PLACE BY THE APPROPRIATE 

DEADLINE (Catherine!) with the appropriate publicity (MAG Cttee) . 

 

 (Footnote: Some MAG volunteers will have word processing facilities and skills to do 

the door-to-door and letter productions themselves. We need to find out get to know 

these on the 27th September. If only a small minority is confident they can do this, they 

they need to be held back for the word-processing work, ideally working as a hub for a 

defined sub-team , and the sub-teams  all go into the field. This is quite a complex 

logistical exercise which will need careful pre-planning and  a lot of discipline on the 

night of 27th Sept, if we are to get the briefing done, subsequent teams constructed and 

streets assigned effectively. (Philip, use the most appropriate resources to achieve 

this!) 

 

Date of next meetings: 

MAG open meeting : 27th September 7.30 for 8pm. 

MAG Committee Meeting: Tue 5th Oct . 7.45pm 

 

 


